STAY  
Come live the “suite” life at the **RESTORATION ON KING**. This AAA Four Diamond-Awarded Hotel allows guests to feel at home in their one-bedroom suites, featuring king-sized beds, separate large bathroom, modern shower and full kitchen. Exposed brick walls give the suites a touch of history while the amenities and furnishings give guests a taste of the high life.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:  
RESTORATIONONKING.COM  
(877) 221-7202

PLAY  
End the day like a local by taking a pub and brewery tour of Charleston. Get the chance to see the most fascinating, historic pubs in town and hear the stories and gossip that go along with their long-standing tradition. Enjoy appetizers and drinks at each location.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:  
PUBTOURCHARLESTON.COM (843) 577-5535

---

EAT  
Located in a storefront on upper King Street, large windows overlook the bustling streets, and seating at the front communal table, banquette tables or bar guarantees a prime people-watching opportunity. **THE MACINTOSH** is rustic yet refined. Chef Jeremiah Bacon, a three-time James Beard semifinalist, merges his exceptional technique-driven fare with locally sourced ingredients for a modern American experience that has drawn in major celebrities like Daniel Craig, Rachel Weiss, Michael Keaton, Will Smith and Bill Murray. Chef Bacon is a Charleston native—a rarity in most local kitchens—and he uses his knowledge of the Lowcountry’s farms and waterways to inspire his menu.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:  
THEMACINTOSHCHARLESTON.COM (843) 709-4209

SHOP  
The famous King Street has seen its fair share of celebrity shoppers. No matter which part of the street, the antique district, the fashion district or the design district, cameras and eyes should remain on the lookout and at the ready to spot the famed and fabulous. Celebrities like Taylor Swift, Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively have all been spotted browsing the shops.